
Perfect Tower

**About Perfect Tower**

In Perfect Tower, players need to stack different items on top of each other to build the highest

possible tower.

In Perfect Tower, you have to prove your stacking skills. Your goal is to build a tower that is as high

as possible. The difficulty of the game is that you have to stack not only geometric shapes such as

squares, but also items such as rubber ducks, rockets or trophies. One object floats down from the

top of the screen. To place the object as accurately as possible, you have the opportunity to move

the object and rotate it as you like. When your tower reaches a dotted line, a special rainbow shape

drops down, which is a great basis due to its flat shape. You also have the opportunity to

participate in challenges where you can unlock new items, shapes, or backgrounds.

**Perfect Tower - Features:**

- Build the highest tower: As the app's name already suggests, Perfect Tower is all about the

perfect tower. The goal of the game is to stack different items to build a tower that is as high as

possible. The hard part is that not only geometric figures such as squares but also items such as

cars, trophies or burgers must be placed on the tower. Of course, the special shape of these items

makes it difficult to stack other items on top of them. If your tower is out of balance, the game is

over and you have to start over. Of course, in each round, your goal is to build an even higher tower

and beat your high score.

- Reach the dotted line: After skillfully stacking some items, a dotted line appears. When you reach

this line, a special rainbow shape falls down that lies completely flat on your tower. The rainbow

shape is the perfect basis for more stacking actions.

- Complete challenges: Perfect Tower offers you many different challenges which you can

complete in addition to the Endless mode. Note, however, that every challenge has its own rules.

- Unlock new shapes: If you complete a challenge successfully or achieve particularly high scores,

you can unlock new items, shapes, or backgrounds. Always choose the new shapes and objects

wisely. Of course, shapes that are particularly smooth and geometric can be stacked a lot more

easily than, for example, burgers or cups.

Conclusion: Perfect Tower is an entertaining and tricky highscore game that is also ideal for

younger players.


